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The hydration reaction of backfill MgO with inflow brines can potentially change 
repository temperatures, due to the exothermic nature of the reaction. This memorandum is 
to evaluate the thermal effect of MgO hydration on the long-term WIPP performance 
assessment. 

To simplify the problem, we assume that MgO hydration can be described by the 
overall reaction: 

MgO + H20 + Mg(OHI2 . (1) 

and that the reaction rate is much higher than the brine inflow rate and, therefore, the 
reaction will be limited by brine inflow. Considering the dimensions of the repository, we 
also assume that the heat released from the reaction will be dissipated away mainly from the 
ceiling and ground of the repository and the heat loss from the side walls is negligible. In 
addition, we assume that the hydration reaction will take place uniformly in a reaction 
region, which can be a panel or the whole repository. 

Based on these assumptions, the thermal effect of MgO hydration can be modeled by a 
simplified system shown in Figure I. The temperature distribution (T) can be described by 
the following equations: 

-- aT + a 2 ~  
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T(X,O) = T, (3) 
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T(-, t )  = T, (5)  

where C, is the heat capacity of surrounding rocks; p is the molar density of surrounding 
rocks; t is time; X is the spatial coordinate; k is the thermal conductivity of surrounding 
rocks; To is the background temperature; pw is the molar density of water; V is the brine 
inflow rate; AH is the enthalpy change in Reaction (1); S is the horizontal area of the 
reaction region. 
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maximum V = 1000 m31year (Joel Miller, personal communication); 

AH = 3.89~10" Jlmole (Drever, 1982); 

p = 3.7~10~ moles/m3 (Lide, 19941, assuming that the surrounding rocks can be 
represented by halite; 

C, = 50 JJmalelK (Lide, 19941, assuming that the surrounding rocks can be represented 
by halite; 

k = 6.3 W/m/K = 1 .99x108 J/year/mlK (Lide, 1994), assuming the surrounding rocks can 
be represented by halite. 

From these data, we estimate the maximum temperature increase in the repository due to 
MgO hydration to be 3.4 K. Therefore, the thermal effect of Ma0 hydration can be 
neg1inibIe. 
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